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Carter Seipel,
Sophomore WriterShould I Have A Kid?

Last week (11/3/23), in a show of journalistic integrity, an anonymous interviewer questioned my wife. 
In the resulting article my wife was portrayed as a fearful victim of my own (comedic) stupidity. Now 
this is an obvious case of media bias because anyone paying attention will know I couldn’t be nicer to 
my wife if I tried!

Admittedly the emails leaked last week (11/2/23) do not help my case. For those not reading the sheet 
daily (shame on you) I was allegedly trying to obtain poisoned apples to give to my wife. This also does 
not help my case, but in my defense I was treating her like a princess. 

Allegations aside, the article posed a very important question on what kind of kids are good to have and 
which ones are worth trading away. Now the wife and I swore off physical touch a year ago for lent (and 
then never started up again) but I got to wondering:

Should I have a kid???

Pros
1. Content! Content! Content!
2. X-treme stroller races!
3. Chance to finally befriend a stork?
4. Can give my kid stupid haircuts.
5. Double the happy meal toys.
6. Can train the perfect Bullsheet writer.
7. Keeps the wife busy and away from me

Cons
1. Kids are annoying.
2. I hate naming characters when I write.
3. Kids can’t be designated drivers (too short).
4. Snot.
5. Might look like the ol’ wife.
6. Will have to help with math homework.
7. I was bullied by a kid once.
8. Can’t drop it

Well I guess that makes it official, kids 
aren’t worth it.

1. I was about to cry and a professor said “Are 
you going to cry?”
2. I saw someone crocheting a Cocaine Bear 
winter hat
3. I was leaving D-Chi and somebody screamed 
at me to embrace capitalism and make as much 
money as possible in my lifetime
4. During room checks, I saw a caricature paint-
ing of Jim Carrey in pink lingerie
5. A close friend of mine got hit with an icicle 
on the Death Strip (walkway between Talbot and 
Higley)
6. I had a standoff with a raccoon in the Slayter 
parking garage
7. Adam Weinberg gave me a branded Denison 
cup

8. Professor spent a whole class period showing 
us an episode of South Park
9. I was (technically) married at the Slayter Flag-
pole
10. Saw a group of people LARPING on the IM 
fields
11. Had a guest speaker say that my question was 
a good example of misinformation being spread 
in the media
12. Got poison ivy rashes from the Bioreserve
13. Heard my neighbors get in a passionate 
discussion about the realism of the mushroom 
animation in The Smurfs
14. Had a writing professor say my poem was 
“too Taylor Swift”
15. I got peed on by a parakeet at the Curtis Zoo 
thing

Answers: 1. REAL 2. FAKE 3. REAL 4. FAKE 5. FAKE 6. REAL 7. REAL 8. REAL 9. REAL 10. FAKE 11. REAL 12. REAL 13. 
FAKE 14. REAL 15. FAKE

REAL OR FAKE: DENISON EXPERIENCES Ella Buzas,
Junior Writer



Staff “Teletubbies Characters” Box
Claire “Tinky-Winky” Anderson, Managing 

Emmy “Laa-Laa” Ayad, Junior Editor
Caroline “Dipsy” Lopez, Junior Editor

Selah “Po” Griffin, Junior Editor

Mick “Sun Baby” Smith, Head Writer

A lot of words 
today.

Lauren “Narrator” Ehlers, Senior Writer
Ella “Noo-Noo” Buzas, Junior Writer

Griffin “The Bear” Conley, Junior Writer
Caroline “The Voice Trumpets” Concannon, Junior Writer
Micah “The Announcer” Stromsoe DeLorenzo, Junior Writer

Brin “Rabbits” Glass, Junior Writer
Carter “The Scary Lion” Seipel, Sophomore Writer

Saturday Night Drink Rating Griffin Conley,
Junior Writer

As I went about my Saturday evening I had quite the assortment of beverages! A special thank you to 
the leading women of Kappa Alpha Theta and Hayes Hall for providing venues for me to drink bever-
ages in.  As follows is a list and ranking of my beverages in chronological order. 

Fresca grapefruit citrus 9/10
Tastes like a Spindrift made by Coca-Cola. For a seltzer/ soda water/ sparkling water situation it’s had 
such a strong fruit taste. But it just doesn’t taste like grapefruit juice. My lips don’t pucker. I don’t re-
coil. Not authentic :(

Grape Poppi 8/10
Fun. Good solid grape soda. I liked that it didn’t hit you with sweet grape juice. Very pleasant. Real-
ized I had not had grape soda in quite a while, so thank you Poppi for that return to childhood. 

Dragon Fruit Red Bull 7.5/10
iykyk. My crutch. My old faithful. My ride or die. Drank this while enjoying a walk through A-Quad. 
The pleasant night air really helped the ambiance. Points lost for making me clammy. 

Cranberry juice 8.5/10
This was bar-well cranberry juice, so can’t provide a brand. It tasted stronger than the dining hall 
cranberry juice. Delightful accompaniment to an even more delightful bus ride. Points lost for weird 
ice shape. I unfortunately did not get to finish my juice as someone assumed it was a cranberry vodka. 
I am happy that they had some fluids though…

Strawberry Watermelon Poland Springs 2/10
Bad!!!! I have no idea how that made it out of development. Simultaneously so much flavor and no 
flavor. Aggressive and unpleasant bubbles. I had to pour it out on a North Loop lawn. Bleh

1. Waking up when it's dark outside
I'm pretty sure Ben Franklin invented daylight savings time and I’m just saying if some of these 
historical figures would have just been a lot dumber we could've been a lot happier. Fuck Newton 
and all the laws he “discovered.” One guy invents gravity and now somehow we have to pay taxes 
and work office jobs? Why couldn’t he discover something like photosynthesis so we could just sit 
in the sun all day and be happy. 

2.  Scheduling classes 
I will not elaborate because I don’t want to jinx myself and there's no wooden tables near me.

3. The New York Times puzzles 
They aren't the same anymore but I can't break the cycle.  If I can get the connections, it is gonna 
be a good day. I haven't gotten the connections today.

4. (Not) Seeing people walking to class
Guys listen. I don't wear my glasses. I don’t feel like it. Unless I’m running late and I kinda want 
my professor to think I'm having a rough time and couldn’t put my contacts in because I overslept, 
but I don't actually have contacts. If you see me at a distance of more than 10 feet please don’t 
waste your time. You can just keep walking. If you wave I will not know who you are and then I 
will either look behind me to see if you're waving at someone else or stare at you for an uncom-
fortably long period of time.

Things That Pissed Me Off This Week Leah Jackson,
Sophomore Writer


